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Denomination: Coro y su Puerto de la Vela e. ID ø65, Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela.
1) Response about the decision of the World Heritage Committee 37COM 7A.39.
The Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, across the Cultural Heritage Institute, the Falcon
Governership, the Municipalities Miranda and Colina. The community councils organizied in
Coro y su Puerto de la Vela, respond the UNESCO decision recomendation: 37 7 COM to 39
in the year 2013 we worked to perfection the protect strategies to the protection and
defense.
The Social actors involed mantein committed and incorporated theactionstorehab,consolidation
and restoration for the world heritage Coro and Puerto la Vela to be exclused to the heritage,
protected the universal value exeptional danger materials and inmaterials propertys.
For the cumpliment the strategies we taken the following measures:
Corectives measures:
As part of the work stipulated in the co-management commitment signed in 2011, ended
with the execution of the works of consolidation and restoration of 52 of the 54 buildings of
traditional architecture in charge of communal councils of Santa Ana de Coro and La Vela,
is therefore worked 96,30% which shows a priority in the territory for the recovery of the
properties that are located in the declared area and others areas of protection, to be
participatory actions of members of the community, institutions and municipal governments,
which have been gradually incorporated into the process with the technical administrative
and methodological support of the Institute of Cultural Heritage.
Significant is the active participation of the masters earthworkers, because knowledge
providing the order of the popular technologies that the restoration works and interventions
since they allow to have a workforce that is transmitting and using based on the restorative
process
In the implementation of the proposals for restoration and rehabilitation only 2 houses
could not to be submit to the projected process motivated by the severe deterioration in its
structure which involves a major financial resource the Organization rushing this action, for
this reason the communal Council prioritized which required greater attention taking into
account socio-economic of each family conditions financial situation, the value of the
property and the potential of participation.
Currently working with the communal Council is maintained and is the way to present to
the Federal Council of government projects to continue resolving the consolidation of real
estate in the area declared and the area of protection.

It continues the work of recovery of property classified as "Monuments and exemplary works":
The technical, scientific and methodological guideline nature of the Office of strategic
projects and design for the Heritage Areas of Coro and La Vela their Areas of protection
(OPEDAP) Office of strategic projects and design for the Heritage Areas of Coro and La
Vela and their protection Areas, in coordination with the World Heritage Cultural Institute of
the Republic Bolivariana of Venezuela attached to the Ministry of culture is maintained for
the development of the same Since the State recognizes the importance of the Declaration,
and evidence of significant importance for the policy state of culture in this country.
In the Management Plan, the implementation of the plan of action left by the World
Heritage Committee and the implementation of the strategy of restoration and rehabilitation
of heritage buildings, the technical team of the Office of strategic projects and design for
the Heritage Areas of Coro and La Vela and their protection Areas (OPEDAP) has projected
executed, and evaluated all the work in the declared area through inspection, advice,
accompaniment, supervision and monitoring of works, with the effective support in the social
Comptroller exerted by communal councils.
Different instances of the power, together with agencies, institutions and personalities have
motivated to participate in tasks out of the danger zone declared list and it includes
gradually to their work agendas strategic actions in this order, such as financing, the
execution of specific restoration projects and proposals of jobs, systematization of popular
knowledge, and the work of monitoring and systematic control.
In the framework of activities to remove the danger list to the declared area, stands as a
target for main work within the strategic projections of the
Heritage Cultural Institute of the Republic Bolivariana of Venezuela (IPC), in the program of
Government and Falcon State which enables the performance from the Cabinet Regional
of Culture where is lies the governing office.
For this work the Presidency of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela
funds with a financial contribution that has established in the year 2012 and the course of
the year 2013 through the State Government of Falcón Bs 128.000.000,00 equivalent to
$21.000.000,00, which implies a possibility and potentiality of continuity of strategy and
mitigate deterioration as well as systematized actions to remove Coro and Puerto de la Vela
of the danger list.
This work was further strengthened by the new Government strategy called street
Government, State action to generate immediate responses where people's power is
strengthened through the train ministerial of the Venezuelan State in 2013 which allowed a
new assignment amount of Bs 398.000.000,00 equivalent to $64.000.000,00, which will be used
in the action of rehabilitation and consolidation of the domestic architecture as this is of less
resources for the conservation of heritage Cultural protection areas which will allow the
growth of the declared areas.
It is appropriate to point out that in the action of consolidation and work with the community
by technicians, specialists and architects of the OPEDAP, next to the popular knowledge

recognized by the Cabinet Regional of Culture, increased capacity interpretive and
awareness of the heritage values that have their family homes achieving the incorporation
to the strategies the consolidation and rehabilitation with private initiatives which is
impacting on the quality of life in the area and contributes to the enhancement of the
environment.
As part of the strategy, the Governor of Falcon State, took over and completed the
restoration of the following monuments located in the city of Santa Ana de Coro (Miranda
municipality):
Iron Windows Home
(Current headquarters of the Musuem Guadalupe), treasure house
(Casa del Sol),Diocesan Museum Lucas Guillermo Castillo
Dome of the Bell Tower of the Cathedral's Coro.
In addition to successful rehabilitation of the building attached to the treasure house, called
the Lugo House.
They were analysed, planned and assessed minor Church repairs Cruz of San Clemente and
San Nicolas de Bari.
In the Puerto de la Vela, were also analysed, projected and evaluated in the Church of
Carrizal minor repairs.
The House of the iron Windows kept putting in value as a Museum under the management of
the Tourism Corporation Falconiana, (CORFALTUR). Currently given the increase in the values
of the property and its social and cultural significance in the context declared, in addition to
the valuable collection of movable property of colonial and Republican origin a
museological and museographic proposal develops nowadays where the historical,
architectural and urban values of the House will be part of his speech and will allow to keep
the parameters of authenticity and originality of the "Colonial domestic House" and will
contribute to the promotion of the values inherent in the Declaration.
The treasure house, completely restored and refurbished, is headquarters to the Museum
most Holy Virgin of Guadalupe where activities related to the name Marian in the territory of
popular and socio-cultural importance along with the valuable religious collection of father
Julio Urrego with a new interpretation and proposed museological and museographic.
Within this power established a design and the Museum use of elements which do not alter
the original constructive and architectural elements. The museographic conception is
centralized with respect to spaces of the rooms with a greater visibility and reading from the
architectural originality of the property.
In religious architecture was completed the works of recovery of the building Museum
Archdiocesan Lucas Guillermo Castillo, located in the old convent of San Francisco. Like the
rest of the above discussed their museological and museographic discourse by the religious
hierarchy in condition and possess one of the collections most important popular art and
religious art, colonial and Republican, which allows to exalt the architectural and historical
values from new research. The attached home, called Casa Capriles which will be used as

spaces for exhibitions that will facilitate the educational work with cultural heritage is located
in restoration.


They were analyzed, planned and assessed minor Church repairs Cruz of San Clemente and
San Nicolas de Bari.
In the Puerto de la Vela, town Hill, were also analysed, projected and evaluated in the
Church of el Carrizal minor repairs.
The House of the iron Windows kept putting in value as a Museum under the management of
the Tourism Corporation Falconiana, (CORFALTUR). Currently given the increase in the values
of the property and its social and cultural significance in the context declared, in addition to
the valuable collection of movable property of colonial and Republican origin a
museological and museographic proposal develops nowadays where the historical,
architectural and urban values of the House will be part of his speech and will allow to keep
the parameters of authenticity and originality of the "Colonial domestic House" and will
contribute to the promotion of the values inherent in the Declaration.
The treasure house, completely restored and refurbished, is headquarters to the Museum
most Holy Virgin of Guadalupe where activities related to the name Marian in the territory of
popular and socio-cultural importance along with the valuable religious collection of father
Julio Urrego with a new interpretation and proposed museological and museographic.
Within this power established a design and the Museum use of elements which do not alter
the original constructive and architectural elements. The museographic conception is
centralized with respect to spaces of the rooms with a greater visibility and reading from the
architectural originality of the property.
In religious architecture was completed the works of recovery of the building Museum
Archdiocesan Lucas Guillermo Castillo, located in the old convent of San Francisco. Like the
rest of the above discussed their museological and museographic discourse by the religious
hierarchy in condition and possess one of the collections most important popular art and
religious art, colonial and Republican, which allows to exalt the architectural and historical
values from new research. The attached home, called Casa Capriles which will be used as
spaces for exhibitions that will facilitate the educational work with cultural heritage is located
in restoration.
The House of the Sun(Casa del Sol), completed its restoration and now provides a setting in
value according to the artistic and cultural practices of the city which meets the needs of
visualization and awareness-raising of production and artistic promotion of artisans, artists,
merchants of art and literary goods with an economic and subsidiary role by the Venezuelan
State. This first experience will be multiplied by its importance to mitigate outsourcing
processes, achieving the gentrification in the area and ensuring their employment potential.
It's developed under guidelines of the Ministry of Culture.
In this heritage space will work the South library, shop network of handicraft, shop art and
memory, a Cultural Café and Gallery of art and space outdoors for the presentation of all

kinds of cultural events allowing the meeting of communities within a cultural circuit in the
UNESCO area and adjacent protection areas.
Given the importance that this process for the State, the Ministry of Culture took over and
completed the restoration of balcony of the Senior (now Museum of art Coro) which is part
of the network of national museums managed by the Foundation of the museums National
the Ministry of the Power Popular Culture. The restoration for expansion of socio-cultural
functions included a museological and museographic proposal where as part of the
discourse includes the construction and architectural elements that make up the structure of
the colonial House.
Considered renew museology of the exhibition halls, looking for first, gain more exhibition
space, secondly, making visible the structures of doors that bind one space with another,
doing the same with windows giving access to the street, these being, elements that were
not shown and that are related architectural characteristic of the House. The Museum
already restarted their activities.
A structure of partitions that will safeguard the walls of any intervention was placed on
restoring approved and monitored and it was visualized the traditional carpentry.
The Mayor of Miranda took over and ended the restoration of the Church of San Gabriel in
the improvement of the painting and the structures. At this moment holding religious
services.
At present, as part of the management plan is conceived as a strategy of intervention and
restoration in Santa Ana de Coro in the area declared the following action:
-The headquarters of the Archdiocesan Museum Lucas Guillermo Castillo (current House
Capriles)
-The balcony of the Arcaya (current Popular tile Museum)
-The Congregation of the Servants of the Blessed Sacrament
-The Church of San Francisco in its East Wing.
In the area of historical value and artistic (ZVHA):
-Casa Manzano Campuzano (current Museum Alberto Henríquez)
-School Santa Ana
In the port of sailing, in area declared:
The our Lady of Carmen Church
The former headquarters of the customs.)
The old Hospital Santa Ana, current building Santa Ana, seat of the Faculty of Medicine of
the Universidad Experimental Francisco de Miranda, is operated with emergency measures.
(See annex # 01).

Under a total monitoring and control on the part of the personal attached to the OPEDAP,
continued the work of recovery and rehabilitation of the Casa Manzano Campuzano
(current headquarters of the Museum Alberto Henríquez). In archaeological studies and
restoration work it was found the existence of a corresponding to a "Mikveh" or bath Jewish
architectural structure, bathroom ritual of purification, "This means that women before
marriage immersed to purify your body and men did before converting to Judaism. Also,
utensils should be cleaned here to eat and Cook were not made by Jews"." Similarly, it was
reported that the building was built on a native settlement pre-Hispanic dating from 200 to
400 A.D., corroborating is that "living indigenous groups who were engaged in hunting and
harvesting of marine products". These facts Open a perspective of study and work in the
area as well as the enrichment of the social historical content of the property. This property is
located in the area of protection and additionally has a great value, among other things by
its religious use, referred to the establishment of the Hall of prayer Jewish synagogue (),
approximately for the year 1853, this being the first in the country, one of the oldest on the
continent and which was severely affected by the rains of 2010. (See annex # 02)
In investigative strategy, documentary and technique, in the preparation, screening and
evaluation of intervention projects has been taken into account the multidisciplinary
character which has motivated the participation of engineers, architects, restorers of
prestigious scientific, social, and cultural that has given body to the constant of this strategy
development and response to the measures left by the World Heritage Committee.
Significant are the measures taken before the financial needs and technical resources to be
able to take on more efficient restoration actions, referring to the use of the knowledge and
technologies of earthworker who build the different traditional constructive typologies of
mud. At the moment is a primary human resource which guarantees the presence of the
technique of the earthwork in the historic centres of Santa Ana de Coro and La Vela.
Currently the OPEDAP works in the study and assessment of drainage due to the importance
that has in the conservation of real estate and architectural space, because the current
condition of the same raises humidity levels every time that is retained the water given the
horizontality and planimetry of the land making it difficult to define its construction
techniques, generating a high complexity to the work of conservation
Nowadays, with the results presented, the Governor of Falcon State analyzed the technical
demands of the office and is located in the procedures of project financing and materials
for the execution of large scale drainage project. This organization given the importance
that has for the population and the conservation of the Center will be responsible for
planning and technical implementation with the systematic monitoring and validation of the
effectiveness of this work by the OPEDAP
During the year 2013, the OPEDAP has carried out all methodological and work in
coordination with the cultural policies of the State, in the ranking of the need for protection
to remove Coro and Puerto La Vela from the danger list, in the preparation and analysis of
the evaluation reports on care and systematization of the plotted strategies.
Important for the increase of information historical documentary, the dissemination of
information, the legitimacy of the record and the improvement of the inventory was the

work of completion of the registration of all cultural property and historic monuments
located within UNESCO area.(Annex#03).
Given the documentary and investigative capacity continues with registration and
constantly updated data base which was called RPC-Venezuela, system available in the
current web site www.ipc.gob.ve , where he is expected to pick up the information
inventoried of the country, because of the importance that has for the same area of
heritage world of Santa Ana de Coro, its Puerto La Vela, their protection and in general
areas, throughout the State which has a need to display which implies greater responsibility
in this work.
Significant is the work at the institutional level and socio-political developed with the legal
dimension for the protection and defense of the Cultural Heritage above all with regard to
the application of legal mechanisms relevant to avoid breaking the law of protection and
defense of the Cultural heritage, normative instrument that is next to submit to discussion and
update as a mitigation measure to remove Coro and its Puerto la Vela from the list in
danger.
Also is working on improving the zoning ordinances, architecture and construction for the
Center historic of the city of Santa Ana of Coro of the municipality Miranda, for suitability
according to new requirements and needs of conservation of declared sites, action is
rushing together with the Municipal Council, however, remains in use the existing Ordinance.
A systematic action of protection, defense and evaluation of the work has been demands in
the implementation of standards and urban planning control in the area, accompanied by
the Ordinance of cleaning and conservation of land without buildings or buildings in ruins.
Additionally complemented with all the legal framework related to the Cultural heritage,
such as the Culture Act that taxed the theme of heritage in its chapter III: Cultural heritage.
Entering use provisions in the Providence administrative No. 029-12 through which is "dictate
the rules and procedures that regulate the archaeological and paleontological activities",
published in the Official Gazette of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela No. 40.028 of date
October 15, 2012, carry out works of archaeological research, the most relevant being
developed in the House Manzano Campuzano (current Museum Alberto Henríquez).
Within the work of the Office of strategic projects and design for the Heritage Areas of Coro,
La Vela and their protection Areas (OPEDAP) we can find actions aimed at the study and
monitoring. For this purpose was 281 meetings (workshops), 511visits of supervision and
inspection, and 423 consultations between consultants, attention to the citizen and
consultation of the documentation centre, from where it has coordinated the actions
carried out by different bodies of the State (Governor of Falcon State, municipalities of
Miranda and Colina) communal councils, artisans, cultists, community in general and revised
around 59 cases of interventions to buildings.
Formally apply guidelines before the office for the submission of projects. To take the
decision to grant the respective guarantee and give legal personality to the requested
intervention, is carried out a rigorous technical review through workshops that allow regular
assessment, protection and defense of the heritage.




Formally apply guidelines before the office for the submission of projects. To take the
decision to grant the respective guarantee and give legal personality to the requested
intervention, is carried out a rigorous technical review through workshops that allow regular
assessment, protection and defense of the heritage.
The Cabinet Regional of Culture of the State in the same way to supports the technical,
scientific and promotional of the OPEDAP management and has an infrastructure based on
this action permanent in the management of goods such as a printing press, a group of
communication, cultural process operators and specialists who projected the processes of
the tangible and intangible heritage that allow multiply and spread the values of
exceptionality present on this site
In the same way from the Cabinet Regional of Culture are strengthened working
relationships with agencies and organizations such as the Ministry of the Popular Power for
the tourism, Ministry of the Popular Power for the Commune, Ministry of the Popular Power for
Education, Ministry of the Popular Power for Health, Ministry of the Popular Power for the
Sport, means of mass media, among others, which facilitate participation the preparation
and inclusion in management in the cultural educational order actions and use of those
spaces the which favors its valuation, as well as the recognition of the leadership of this
office, this aspect that enhances projects of rescue from this site for your departure from the
list of world heritage in danger.
It is complemented with multiplier operators for community cultural action and socio-cultural
projects state that are taxed at knowledge, evaluation and transmission of heritage
knowledge in social recognition of their care, conservation and permanence.
It should be noted that currently in culture and the Interior Cabinet jointly have developed a
Plan of defense against natural disasters given the increase of the occurrence of heavy
rainfall and vulnerability that have structures. It already has been in practice since 2010
effectively which has allowed the preservation of buildings in the area.
The progress towards the Elimination of property list of the heritage world in danger.
Extension of the database of the register of Cultural heritage, RPC-Venezuela and the
creation of technical files of the buildings and interventions, which lie in the documentation
centre of the headquarters of the Institute of Cultural Heritage in Coro.
As part of the management strategy will have created conditions for the protection,
preservation and revitalisation of areas declared Cultural heritage of mankind, from projects
and economic and socio-cultural practices with specific objectives defined in actions for
management and protection as alternatives:
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From the Ministry of the Popular Power for Culture and Cultural Mission Foundation,
given constant counseling by specialists in the heritage field awareness in this regard.
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Fosters the development of sustainable socio-cultural projects in the communities on
the basis of the recognition of the exceptional values and the need for its preservation
and transmission, even beyond of Falcon State.
Design training institutional and social for the understanding and dissemination of the
exceptional values and conservation policy and implementation value.
Development of a cultural programmed from the Cabinet Regional of Culture on the
basis of the diffusion and transmission of the outstanding values of the declared areas
Actions in the mass media according to form consciences public and social
monitoring to the rescue and conservation, as well as forms of control to do comply
with the measures of UNESCO and promote position of Coro and its Puerto la Vela out
of the danger of the World Heritage list.
Joint creation of coordination of work through various actions with Agency and
organizations that are taxed at the Cultural heritage to promote the management
plan strategies, and form lines of action on the basis of the fulfillment of the measures
left by the World Heritage Committee.
Programmers of public awareness and institutional both in the State and private sector
to interpret and promote conservation and mitigation of negative impacts on the
conservation of the site declared.
Meetings and interventions with municipalities and governorates for the evaluation
and monitoring of policies of mitigation and management of the declared goods
which are in danger
The systematic evaluation from dialogues of the implementation Plan in value and
uses of the centers with the agencies and organizations that facilitate the socialization
of mitigation actions.
The Federal Government Council in Falcon State, opens a chapter specifically for
Cultural Heritage allowing mayors, communities or social movements present projects
partner productive according to the conservation, protection, mitigation and the
defense of the declared areas including Intangible Heritage.
The strengthening of strategies of action which demonstrates a high efficiency in the
productive techno and popular knowledge transmission that has nested in the
Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela which enables their efficient use, the transmission of
this knowledge to future generations and can be used in actions of mitigation and
compliance with the left measures.
They were projected and developed 2156 activities between workshops,
presentations, forums, stories of life, training, among others, related to conservation
and mitigation strategies to remove Coro and its Puerto La Vela from the list of danger
based on identities and the values of the heritage area as transversal axis of our entire
cultural. From there who were benefited in the area of training and cultural activities
with a direct impact on 73.798 people and an indirect impact on 238.140 people. All
these actions were carried out with an amount of Bs. 4.468.745,00.
The Ministry of the power Popular for culture, assigns an economic contribution to the
potters cooperative (master craftsmen) for the purchase of transport vehicle and
improvements in artisanal ovens to, thus, realize sustainable production that would
ensure the development and supply of materials. In the same way are coordinated
workshops of potters from the record of their knowledge and that they can contribute
to the restoration needs and reduce costs.

x

There are 38 cooperatives organized from the Cabinet and the Office, made up of
professional craftsmen and apprentices, which kept the techniques through the daily
work and who can use in restoration and conservation actions.

x

The incorporation of communal councils in a way active for the participation of the
community to the work of recovery, conservation and awareness for the work of
preservation of properties as part of the policy for the conservation and protection of
heritage.

x

The creation of a joint Commission (Institute of the Heritage Cultural-OPEDAP, the
mayoralties of Miranda and Colina for the cities of Santa Ana de Coro and La Vela
respectively, and spokesmen for the heritage of the communal councils) for the
development of the monitoring depending on the destination of the property, the
control of the project, the systematization of the intervention strategy, their technical
evaluations and actions of continuity and conservation.

x

Strengthening of relations and links with the Prosecutor's Office for the fulfillment of the
legal system of protection and custody declared heritage that guarantees the
protection of the intervention and therefore its integrity.

x

The scientific and investigative actions with the school of anthropology of the Central
University of Venezuela, for the development of training and studies evaluation and
authentication of sites and archaeological residues of colonial and Republican in
addition to promoting fieldwork in the two historical centers is shipping.

x

The Cultural Heritage Institute, through the OPEDAP, in conjunction with the Central
University of Venezuela, ahead of the creation of the field school in the city of Santa
Ana's Coro, that comes to be a scientific and academic structure whose objectives
are to facilitate the technical and practical training of professionals, especially
anthropologists through the development of interdisciplinary both at undergraduate
and graduate research.

x

Is raised to the creation of the laboratory for archaeological and palaeontological
research in agreement with the Central University of Venezuela. This will be the first
institution of this kind, created from the Cultural Heritage Institute. (See annex # 04)

x

Value of the historical centers of Santa Ana de Coro and La Vela, Alliance of its
employment in the Ministry Popular Power of Culture and the Ministry of the Popular
Power of tourism allowing knowledge of their outstanding from the enjoyment value
and provide avenues for the compliance of the measures left by the World Heritage
Committee.
Working with a design consistent with the UNESCO school aimed fundamentally at the
formation of consciences in children and youth of the preservation of the values,
characteristics and care of the site
Keep together with the Ministry of education in different levels of education teaching
and extracurricular activities aimed at educating the need to mitigate the effect of
the list of danger from the strengthening of the values, characteristics and care of the
site.
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Designs shares artistic, promotional, exhibition and cultural function of establishing a
promotional strategy and action to mitigate the effects with the use of the values,
content and identity codes existing in the place as a Festival song for heritage, design
contests of Prom, local festivals celebrating anniversaries, the ranking of the
celebration of the Declaration of Coro and its Puerto La Vela such as the central
activity of the State.
The development of a strategy of expression that includes fairs, social forums, digital
forums and the elaboration of a project of digitization and display of declared
heritage and disseminate information.
The projection of social performance from Visual expressions of urban and
architectural details that make possible the increase of information in catalogues and
inventories, the recognition of the values and their socialization from the strategy of
conservation and mitigation that convey the historical and architectural footprint.
Work by influences areas allowing to go checking compliance with measures left by
UNESCO from an institutional and social monitoring.
The creation of an event that will take place in the framework of the commemoration
of the Declaration with the name of "the rescue of Coro and Puerto La Vela. An
urgency of the “coriano” town where submitted proposals for action to remove Coro
and Puerto La Vela from the list of world heritage.
Still working on the development of a plan of management and conservation of the
declared area from institutional practice developed by the Office of strategic projects
and design for heritage Coro and Puerto La Vela Areas and their protection Areas
(OPEDAP).
The management plan is oriented from the 4 areas of action plans for the
development of sustainable heritage cities which are based on the urban
architectural heritage culture, social economic and environmental issues; as well as
commissioning use of actions within the framework of sustainable conservation of the
city of Coro and its Puerto La Vela.
The plan is based on social criteria which place the community as a major player in
the decision-making and craftsmen as carriers and executors of constructive
knowledge, productive and institutional partner through the continuous support to
communities and awareness workshops.

From there to the year 2013, should be a report:
Checks to public and private property...-361
Public and private real estate inspection...150
Preparation of various documents (reports, communications, and others)... 386
Meetings...281
Attention to the emergency (supply of plastic material)... 56
Citizen consultants and attention... 310
Review of projects...59
Direct impact...1.603
Indirect impact... 4.809
Similarly in the Documentation Centre of the Office of Strategic Projects and Design for
Heritage Areas and Vela de Coro and its Protection Areas (OPEDAP) processes are
performed to provide direct service to the wider community as customer service and

documentation consultation room. By 2013, 113 inquiries, 145 new books and 34 new cases
waiting to be included because they were still in progress, review or approval by the
Technical Area.


In partnership with the Prosecutor's Office of environment, to date, 50 cases of introduced
complaints to this office, there have been positive responses to 14 cases, of the 36
remaining, 12 of them passed to the condition of record, giving it the status of a case to be
considered in court and get the final verdict, which has served as an example so that the
communities and institutions adhere to the law. Additionally has been awareness for the
issue of heritage to prosecutors, to such point of adding cash fines set forth in law, the
obligation to rehabilitate at least the first Bay or the facade of a traditional building that
requires it. Additionally you must attend training workshops in the Heritage Area.
The OPEDAP as planning office is designing intervention, protection and implementation
guidelines in value of protected areas that will form the basis to the Management Plan and
regulations of use of the area declared.
In relation to the redefinition of boundaries, the creation and implementation of the OPEDAP
as a technical office for declared as World Heritage areas and protected areas, confirms
that the area declared as UNESCO in Santa Ana de Coro area is formed by the boundaries
of the polygonal stipulated in the annexed document called: cartographic update of the
limits of Coro and its Puerto La Vela which confirms and validates the information regarding
the location, coordinates and properties with historical architectural value, recognized and
approved by the Ministry of Culture, Institute of Heritage Cultural direction of Integral
Protection.
In the same way in La Vela de Coro is considered the area of 27 blocks. However, they
remain as buffer zone of protection the use of the square of national declaration by the
Board of national protective and curator of the historic heritage and artistic of the nation
posted in Official Gazette of the Republic of Venezuela on date 16 March 1991 expected
certification, under the Protocol, by the World Heritage Center to give formal and definitive
UNESCO area. (See annex #05).
Zamora Street is the main vehicle Center of the area declared. From the beginning this
transition has been a part of the monitoring of the office due to biotic and a biotic damages
that promotes the traffic in this type of construction. Since his Declaration until 2007 held the
traffic on that road that was increasing due to the use of it and Park vehicles what reason
negative effects due to the contamination by carbon monoxide, noise and vibrations that
adversely affect the structure of the walls.
At the request of UNESCO to prevent harm, in 2007 the Municipal Government closed
vehicular traffic which remained for four years, where a promotional activity of its closure
and its importance in the conservation of the area was developed. As consequences of the
political strategies in the year 2010 and using community that needs area is removed the
closure and currently stays as vehicle way active this is impacting negatively on structures
and the contamination of the area.

Currently the different levels of Government recognize the need to of the closure of this
area, and the elaboration of measures for their use and movement in this space according
to the various functions of the institutions that are in this area.
A) If necessary, please describe the success factors or difficulties in application of the
action corrective identified.
The presence of leadership with coherence, empowerment, and public call has influenced
the actions of collaboration placement of interests and motivations for the search for
alternatives of preservation projects as well as the measures of mitigation through the LIC.
Merlín Rodríguez who has created a scenario of participatory work that facilitates the plan
address.
On December 09, 2013, marked 20 years of the Declaration of Santa Ana de Coro and
Puerto La Vela as Cultural Heritage of Humanity. For this purpose, the Cultural Heritage
Institute, through the OPEDAP, organized a program that allowed the meeting of cultists,
artists, government institutions and community in general. They have been 20 years that with
all the difficulties that have been able to present, persists in its inhabitants the firm desire to
preserve its valuable tangible and intangible heritage by which continues to allow that
Santa Ana de Coro and its Puerto La Vela remain landmarks as "an eminent example of a
type of construction or an architectural ensemble that illustrates a significant historical
period" and an eminent example of "traditional place of human habitation representative of
a culture and vulnerable to the effect of irreversible mutations". (See Annex #06)
Among the success factors, it is pertinent to mention the recognition by the highest level of
the Venezuelan State, represented by the Presidency of the Republic, of the need to
definitively solve the problems of the site from the world heritage of Coro and its Puerto La
Vela, which has generated new economic contributions with the budgetary allocation
between 2012-2013 an amount in the order of $85.000.000.00 which have allowed the
acquisition of several monumental houses the realization of projects of restoration and
intervention, performed works and deepen in the actions of protection and rescue of
cultural heritage.
With the creation and operation of the OPEDAP, as Management Office, has managed to
stimulate and regulate the action of the Venezuelan State at the site of world heritage of
Coro and its port, with the active participation of communal representatives of the Popular
councils and all the institutions involved in the conservation of the site.
With the submission of periodic reports by the conservation estate of Santa Ana de Coro and
Puerto La Vela, to UNESCO from the OPEDAP, a rapprochement between both entities that
allows connecting and moving forward in the search for effective solutions has taken up.
In general the actions carried out so far, mainly for real estate recovery, have created a
positive impact in the community generating better quality of life to its inhabitants.
Among these actions, it has been preserved using traditional construction techniques and
has been the appreciation of the work done by the master builders of earth workers, forming
new generations of craftsmen who ensure the safekeeping of the tradition. Also the

maintenance of the school Coro workshop, under the auspices of the Mayor of the
municipality of Miranda and the Spanish Agency for international Co-operation for
development (AECID) promotes the formation of young people in the area of restoration
and traditional construction techniques.
From the documentation center of the OPEDAP, you edit and distribute pamphlets and
leaflets alluding to the heritage theme. This material is for free distribution to the Centre users
and the general public that required. (See Annex #07).
The Cabinet Regional in the Falcon State of the Ministry of Culture is publishing a collection
of literature called "look to heritage". In this series of books is reedited: "Toolkit for building in
earth work " which is reflected through the work of the master craftsman Chucho Morillo
earth worker as building system management and the book "Todariquiba history of Coro
traditions, historical centers and La Vela", by the impact on falconine community and at the
request of the public. They are titles of mass distribution that allow to disseminate the values
and attributes of the world heritage site, all this together with the activation of programmed
for incentive and projection for the promulgation of the tangible and intangible cultural
values. Workshops, exhibitions, baptisms and book presentations and others are made so. In
this way seeks the active participation of devotees that integrate, stimulate and enhance
the heritage values of the historical centers of Santa Ana de Coro and La Vela. (See Annex
#08).
On the other hand, the Cultural Heritage Institute issued the Providence administrative No.
029-12 which is "dictate the rules and procedures that regulate the archaeological and
paleontological activities", by what in Taima Taima paleontological and Archaeological Park
was ahead of the construction of the fenced perimeter zone allowing to carry out the
respective research activities jointly with the Institute of Cultural Heritage and the Foundation
Park archaeological paleontological Taima Taima.
The Taima-Taima Foundation aims to strengthen the values of identity and community
organizing to promote in the community the valuation by the cultural knowledge and their
daily lives through workshops, talks, forums, training in the tourism field for the disclosure and
protection of the Park. It is important to mention therein involved the Institute of Cultural
heritage, the governance of the State and communal councils that coexist with the Park.
Finally, among the achievements resulted from the opening of Santa Ana de Coro airport in
high season, is provided service to approximately 1,400 tourists encouraged by the
consolidation of the historic centers of Santa Ana de Coro and La Vela which is contributing
to the tourism development of the city due to the ease of mobilization of people and choir
from through the rest of the national airports.
Persists as the most difficult times of planning and execution of the works of rehabilitation
because of the rains, coupled with the requirement of a big investment of economic
resources, to be able to assume consonant way care or recovery of areas that make up
these centers.
Another difficulty which arises is the shortage of the raw material, since the same because of
the rains is made impossible their development and/or acquisition. (Adobes, tapia, etc.),

however, the new links with artisan cooperatives, expected to solve this situation by
displaying in non-rainy periods.
b) Do the term for the implementing measures appropriate corrective? If not so, propose

an alternative justified.

Projects within three (03) years for implementation, consolidation of these measures.
2. Other current conservation issues identified by the State Part.
Confirm the commitment of the Government of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, to
achieve the output of the site's world heritage of Coro and Puerto La Vela from the list of
World Heritage in Danger.
Persist situations of legal property of real estate problems, as in the case of estates,
inheritances, and others that hinder the obtaining of authorizations or permits for
interventions.
Abandonment of property by owners who are absent from the State or are dead.
Few financial and material resources for the maintenance of the good estate of the
properties by their owners.
3. In accordance with paragraph 172 of the operational guidelines, describe other possible
major restorations, modifications and/or new constructions within the protected area.
This year is expected to the conclusion of the restoration of House Manzano
Campuzano (current Museum Alberto Henríquez), expansion of the Archdiocesan Museum
Lucas Guillermo Castillo (current House Capriles); Balcony of the Arcaya (Museum of Popular
slab), Congregation of the Servants of the Blessed Sacrament, the Santa Ana School, the
Church of San Francisco, the Our Lady of Carmen Church and customs of the Puerto La
Vela.
The expected it to be able to the restorations and renovations of residential buildings within
the declared zones.

Institute of Cultural Heritage
Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela
January 2014.



Annex # 01
REPORTSTATEOFPRESERVATION
WORLDHERITAGESITE
COROANDITSPORTLAVELA





TECHNICALSHEET



DENOMINATION:Senior’sBalconyorCoroArtMuseum
LOCATION:TalaverapassagebyHernándezstreet,Miranda
Municipality
DATEOFCONSTRUCTION:CenturyXVIII
OWNER:NationalNetworkofMuseums.
ORIGINALUSE:Residential.
CURRENTUSE:Cultural–Museum
LEGALPROTECTION:HistoricalMonumentGO27991/22Ͳ03Ͳ1966
STATEMENTOFWORK:Finalized








BEFORETHEINTERVENTION



INTERVENTIONREACH:
.ͲPlanimetricsurvey.
.ͲStudyofstructuralpathology.
.ͲProposalMuseum


ADVANCEOFTHEWORK:
.ͲStructuralConsolidationofbasesofliftingwalls
.ͲRestoration,reconstructionandConsolidationofwalls
.ͲRestorationandrestitutionofroofstructure
.ͲRestorationofthefriezeswallsandcolumns
.ͲRestorationofthesingulardecorativearchitecturalelements
.ͲRestoration,consolidationandrestitutionofthefloors
.Ͳ.Provisionoftheelectricalandsanitarysystem.

.ͲFumigationagainstwoodboringinsects,inbothwallsand the
elementswoodworks:doors,windowsandotherwoodenelements.
.Ͳstructuralconsolidationofmooringsofwalls












BEFORETHEINTERVENTION











AFTERTHEINTERVENTION


AFTERTHEINTERVENTION

DATE:JANUARY2014






REPORTSTATEOFPRESERVATION
WORLDHERITAGESITE
COROANDITSPORTLAVELA

TECHNICALSHEET
DENOMINATION:AlbertoHenrÍquezMuseum





LOCATION:Talaverapassage,MirandaMunicipality.
DATEOFCONSTRUCTION:CenturyXIX










OWNER:VenezuelanState.ͲFalcón’sStateGovernorship
ORIGINALUSE:Residential
CURRENTUSE:Cultural–Museum
LEGALPROTECTION:HistoricalMonumentGO33266/17Ͳ07Ͳ1985
STATEMENTOFWORK:Inexecution

REACHESOFTHEPROJECT:
.ͲPlanimetricsurvey.
.ͲArchaeologicalStudy.
.ͲStudyofstructuralpathology
.ͲInventoryofarchitecturalelements

Beforetheintervention









.ͲElectrical,sanitary,mechanical,dataandcomunication
.ͲProposaltobeamuseum



ADVANCEOFTHEWORK:
.ͲStructuralConsolidationofthebasesofliftingwalls
.ͲRestorationandconsolidationwalls
.ͲFinishedrestorationandrestitutionofceilings




Beforetheintervention









.ͲRestorationofthecarpentryofdoorsandwindows
.ͲRestorationofthefriezeswalls
.ͲRestorationofthedecorativearchitecturalelements
.ͲRestoration,consolidationofthefloors
.ͲPhytosanitaryprocessingstotheexistingvegetation
.ͲFumigationagainstwoodboringinsects,inbothwallsandinthe
elementswoodwork:doors,windowsandotherwoodenelements




Aftertheintervention



NOTA:ͲFINDatwoarchaeologicalsites,oneitsaMikvah(purification
jewishbath)andtheotherit’saprehispanicsettlement








DATE:JANUARY2014




















REPORTSTATEOFPRESERVATION
WORLDHERITAGESITE
COROANDITSPORTLAVELA

DENOMINATION:CastleArchidiocesanMuseumLucasGuillermo
LOCATION:Zamorastreet,betweenHernándezstreetand
MirandaAve,MirandaMunicipality
DATEOFCONSTRUCTION:CenturyXVII









OWNER:SantaAnadeCoro’sArchdiocese
ORIGINALUSE:Religious
CURRENTUSE:Cultural–Museum
LEGALPROTECTION:HistoricalMonumentGO26.320
02/08/1960
STATEMENTOFWORK:Finalized

ITREACHESOFTHEPROJECT:
.ͲPlanimetricsurvey.
.ͲArchaeologicalStudy.
.ͲStudyofstructuralpathology.
.ͲInventoryofarchitecturalelements.
.ͲElectrical,sanitary,mechanicalandcomuniationsystems.
.ͲProposalMuseum



ADVANCEOFTHEWORK:
.ͲStructuralConsolidationofbasesandliftingwalls
.ͲRestorationandconsolidationofthewalls
.ͲFinishedrestorationandrestitutionoftheceilings
.ͲRestorationofthenwoodelementsdoorsandwindows

ANTESDELAINTERVENCIÓN






BEFORETHEINTERVENTION










DESPUÉSDELAINTERVENCIÓN

.ͲRestorationofthewallsfriezes
.ͲRestorationofthedecorativearchitecturalelements
.ͲRestoration,consolidationoffloors
.ͲPaintingjobinwalls,doorsandwindows
.Ͳ Provisionofthefacilitiesforthecomunicationsystems.
.Ͳ.Provisionofelectrical,sanitaryandmechanicalsystems.
.ͲPhytosanitaryprocessingstotheexistingvegetation
.ͲPlantingnewplantsintheyards
.ͲFumigationagainstwoodboringinsects,bothwallsandinthe
elementswoodwork.

BEFORETHEINTERVENTION










BEFORETHEINTERVENTION


DATE:JANUARY2014













REPORTSTATEOFPRESERVATION
WORLDHERITAGESITE
COROANDITSPORTLAVELA




DENOMINATION:CaprilesHouse
LOCATION:ZamoraStreet,HernándezStreetCornerMiranda
Municipality.









DATEOFCONSTRUCTION:CenturyXVIII
OWNER::SantaAnadeCoro’sArchdiocese
USOORIGINAL:Residential
CURRENTUSE:LucasGuillermoCastilloAnnextotheMuseum
LEGALPROTECTION:Withoutdeclaration
STATEMENTOFWORK:inexecution

ITREACHESOFTHEPROJECT:
.ͲPlanimetricsurvey..
.ͲArchaeologicalStudy.
.ͲStudyofstructuralpathology.
.ͲInventoryofarchitecturalelements.
.ͲElectrical,sanitary,mechanical,dataandtelephony.
.ͲProposalMuseum




BEFORETHEINTERVENTION






BEFORETHEINTERVENTION





ADVANCEOFTHEWORK:
.ͲStructuralConsolidationofbasesofliftingwalls
.ͲRestorationandconsolidationwalls
.ͲFinishedrestorationofceilings











.ͲRestorationinthewoodelementsindoorsandwindows
.ͲRestorationinwallfriezes
.ͲRestorationofthedecorativearchitecturalelements
.ͲPhytosanitaryprocessingstotheexistingvegetation
.ͲFumigationagainstwoodboringinsects,bothwallsandinthe
elementswoodworkandotherwoodenelements

DURINGTHEINTERVENTION


















DURINGTHEINTERVENTION





DATE:JANUARY2014










REPORTSTATEOFPRESERVATION
WORLDHERITAGESITE
COROANDITSPORTLAVELA







DENOMINATION:SantaAnasSchool
LOCATION:HernándezStreet,UrdanetaStreetCorner,MirandaMunicipality.









DATEOFCONSTRUCTION:CenturyXIX
OWNER:Private
ORIGINALUSE:Residential
CURRENTUSE:Educational
LEGALPROTECTION:Withoutdeclaration
STATEMENTOFWORK:inexecution

BEFORETHEINTERVENTION





ITREACHESOFTHEPROJECT:



.ͲPlanimetricsurvey..
.ͲStudyofstructuralpathology.
.ͲInventoryofarchitecturalelements
.ͲElectrical,sanitarysystems.














BEFOREHEINTERVENTION


ADVANCEOFTHEWORK:
.ͲShoringtheceilingsandwalls




.ͲStructuralConsolidationofthebasesofliftingwalls
.ͲFumigationagainstwoodboringinsects,bothwallsandinthe
elementswoodworkandotherwoodenelements














DURINGTHEINTERVENTION



















DURANTELAINTERVENCIÓN

DATE:JANUARY2014





DURINGTHEINTERVENTION









REPORTSTATEOFPRESERVATION
WORLDHERITAGESITE
COROANDITSPORTLAVELA




DENOMINATION:HouseoftheServantsoftheBlessedSacrament
LOCATION:ZamoraStreet,betweenMirandaStreetandFederación
Street,MirandaMunicipality.
DATEOFCONSTRUCTION:SigloXVIII
OWNER::SantaAnadeCoro’sArchdiocese








ORIGINALUSE:Residential
CURRENTUSE:ReligiousͲResidential
LEGALPROTECTION:HistoricalMonumentGO26210/18Ͳ03Ͳ1960
STATEMENTOFWORK:inexecution

BEFORETHEINTERVENTION





ITREACHESOFTHEPROJECT:
.ͲPlanimetricsurvey.
.ͲStudyofstructuralpathology.
.ͲInventoryofarchitecturalelements
.ͲElectrical,sanitarysystems.












BEFORETHEINTERVENTION




ADVANCEOFTHEWORK:
.ͲRestorationandconsolidationwalls
.ͲRestorationandrestitutionofroofstructure
.ͲFinishedrestorationandrestitutionofceilings
.ͲRestorationofthewoodelementsindoorsandwindows
.ͲRestorationwallfriezes
.ͲRestorationofthedecorativearchitecturalelements
.Ͳ.Provisionofelectricalandsanitarysystems.
.ͲFumigationagainstwoodboringinsects,bothwallsandinthe
elementswoodworkandotherwoodenelements


DURINGTHEINTERVENTION

























DURINGTHEINTERVENTION


DATE:JANUARY2014

















REPORTSTATEOFPRESERVATION
WORLDHERITAGESITE
COROANDITSPORTLAVELA






DENOMINATION:ArcayasBalcony

LOCATION:ZamoraStreet,FederaciónStreetIntersection,
MirandaMunicipality.
DATEOFCONSTRUCTION:CenturyXVIII
OWNER:VenezuelanStateͲUNEFM
ORIGINALUSE:Residential
CURRENTUSE:CulturalͲMuseum
LEGALPROTECTION:Withoutdeclaration
STATEMENTOFWORK:Finalized


INTERVENTIONREACH:
.ͲPlanimetricsurvey.
.ͲStudyofstructuralpathology.
.ͲStructureReview
.ͲStudyandproposedelectricalinstallations
.ͲFloorStudy





ADVANCEOFTHEWORK:
.ͲStructuralconsolidationofthe foundations,wallsandcolumns


BEFORETHEINTERVENTION








BEFORETHEINTERVENTION









.ͲRestoration,reconstructionandconsolidationofthewalls
.ͲRestorationandrestitutionoftheroofstructure
.ͲRestorationofthewoodelementsindoorsandwindows
.ͲRestorationfriezeswallsandcolumns
.ͲRestorationofthedecorativearchitecturalelements
.ͲRestoration,consolidationandrestitutionofthe floors
.ͲProvisionoftheelectricalandsanitarysystems.
.ͲFumigationagainstwoodboringinsects,bothwallsandinthe
elementswoodwork:doors,windowsandotherwooden
elements
.ͲPaintingwallsandwoodenelements




DURINGTHEINTERVENTION














DESPUÉSDELAINTERVENCIÓN




DURINGTHEINTERVENTION


DATE:JANUARY2014










REPORTSTATEOFPRESERVATION
WORLDHERITAGESITE

COROANDITSPORTLAVELA


DENOMINATION:TreasureHouse
LOCATION:ZamoraStreet,ColónStreetIntersection,Miranda
Municipality.
DATEOFCONSTRUCTION:CenturyXVIII
OWNER::VenezuelanState.ͲFalcón’sStateGovernorship
ORIGINALUSE:Residential
CURRENTUSE:Cultural–Religious
LEGALPROTECTION:Withoutdeclaration
STATEMENTOFWORK:Finalized

INTERVENTIONREACH:
.ͲPlanimetricsurvey.
.ͲArchaeologicalStudy.
.ͲStudyofstructuralpathology.
.ͲInventoryofthearchitecturalelements.
.ͲProposaltobeaMuseum
.ͲStudyandproposetotheelectric,sanitaryandcomunications
systems.


ADVANCEOFTHEWORK:
.ͲStructuralConsolidationofthebasesofliftingwallsand
columns
.ͲRestoration,reconstructionandConsolidationofthewalls
.ͲRestorationandrestitutionoftheroofstructure
.ͲFinishedrestorationandrestitutionoftheceilings
.ͲRestorationofthewoodelementsindoorsandwindows
.ͲRestorationfriezesinwallsandcolumns
.ͲRestorationofdecorativearchitecturalelements
ͲRestoration,consolidationandreplacementof thefloors
Ͳ.Provisionofelectricalandsanitarysystems.
.ͲInstallingmuseumandmuseologydevices
ͲFumigationagainstwoodboringinsects,bothwallsandinthe
elementswoodwork:doors,windowsandotherwooden
elements
.ͲInstallingrainwaterSystem




DATE:JANUARY2014









BEFORETHEINTERVENTION








BEFORETHEINTERVENTION








DURINGTHEINTERVENTION







DURINGTHEINTERVENTION


 



REPORTSTATEOFPRESERVATION
WORLDHERITAGESITE

COROANDITSPORTLAVELA

DENOMINATION:LugoBlueHome
LOCATION:ZamoraStreet,betweenColonStreetandHospital
Street,MirandaMunicipality.
DATEOFCONSTRUCTION:CenturyXIX
OWNER::VenezuelanState.ͲFalcón’sStateGovernorship
ORIGINALUSE:Residential
CURRENTUSE:Todefine
LEGALPROTECTION:Withoutdeclaration
STATEMENTOFWORK:Finalized

INTERVENTIONREACH:
.ͲPlanimetricsurvey..
.ͲStudyofthestructuralpathology.
.ͲInventoryofthearchitecturalelements.
.ͲStudyandproposedfacilities:electricity,health,telephony








BEFORETHEINTERVENTION







BEFORETHEINTERVENTION

ADVANCEOFTHEWORK:
.ͲStructuralConsolidationofthebasesofliftingwallsand
columns
.ͲRestoration,reconstructionandConsolidationofthewalls
.ͲRestorationandrestitutionoftheroofstructure
.ͲFinishedrestorationandrestitutionoftheceilings
.ͲRestorationofthewoodelementsindoorsandwindows
.ͲRestorationofthefriezesinwallsandcolumns
.ͲRestorationofthedecorativearchitecturalelements
.Ͳ.Provisionofelectricalandsanitarysystems.
.ͲFumigationagainstwoodboringinsects,bothwallsandinthe
elementswoodwork:doors,windowsandotherwooden
elements






BEFORETHEINTERVENTION














DATE:JANUARY2014





 

AFTERTHEINTERVENTION




REPORTSTATEOFPRESERVATION
WORLDHERITAGESITE
COROANDITSPORTLAVELA

TECHNICALSHEET
DENOMINATION:ConservatoryofMusic





LOCATION:ColónStreetPalmasolaStreetCorner.Miranda
Municipality.
DATEOFCONSTRUCTION:CenturyXX
OWNER::VenezuelanState.Ͳ Falcón’sStateGovernorship










ORIGINALUSE:DetentionCentre
CURRENTUSE:CulturalͲMusical
LEGALPROTECTION:Withoutdeclaration
STATEMENTOFWORK:inexecution


BEFORETHEINTERVENTION

ITREACHESOFTHEPROJECT:



.ͲPlanimetricsurvey..
.ͲStudyofthestructuralpathology



.ͲInventoryofthearchitecturalelements.



.ͲElectrical,sanitary,mechanicalandcomunicationssystems













BEFORETHEINTERVENTION





ADVANCEOFTHEWORK:



.ͲStructuralConsolidationofthebasesofliftingwalls



.ͲRestorationandconsolidationofthewalls



.ͲFinishedrestorationandrestitutionoftheceilings



.ͲPhytosanitaryprocessingstotheexistingvegetation
.ͲConstructionofthefriezesonwalls
.ͲFumigationagainstwoodboringinsects,bothwallsandinthe
elementswoodworkandotherwoodenelements




DURINGTHEINTERVENTION











DESPUESDELAINTERVENCION

DATE:JANUARY2014



 



REPORTSTATEOFPRESERVATION
WORLDHERITAGESITE
COROANDITSPORTLAVELA






DENOMINATION:ChurchofOurLadyofCarmen


LOCATION:FederaciónBoulevar,betweenFederaciónStreetnorth
andFederaciónStreetSouth,ColinaMunicipality.
DATEOFCONSTRUCTION:CenturyXVIII
OWNER:SantaAnadeCoro’sArchdiocese
ORIGINALUSE:Religious
CURRENTUSE:Religious
LEGALPROTECTION:HistoricalMonumentGO26.32002/08/1960
STATEMENTOFWORK:inexecution











BEFORETHEINTERVENTION









 






ADVANCEOFTHEWORK:
.ͲStructuralConsolidationofthebasesofliftingwalls
.ͲRestorationandconsolidationwalls
.ͲFinishedrestorationandrestitutionoftheceilings
.ͲRestorationofthewoodelementsindoorsandwindows
.ͲRestorationfriezeswalls
.ͲRestorationofthedecorativearchitecturalelements
.ͲRestoration,consolidationofthefloors
.ͲConstructionoftheadobewall(earthworkblock)
.ͲFumigationagainstwoodboringinsects,bothwallsandinthe
elementswoodworkandotherwoodenelements




BEFORETHEINTERVENTION

DURINGTHEINTERVENTION







DATE:JANUARY2014



 



REPORTSTATEOFPRESERVATION
WORLDHERITAGESITE
COROANDITSPORTLAVELA

TECHNICALSHEET





DENOMINATION:OldCustoms



LOCATION:5ofJulyStreet,AntilleanSquare,ColinaMunicipality.
DATEOFCONSTRUCTION:CenturyXIX
OWNER::VenezuelanState
ORIGINALUSE:Institucional
CURRENTUSE:Institucional
LEGALPROTECTION:Withoutdeclaration
STATEMENTOFWORK:inexecution

BEFORETHEINTERVENTION



INTERVENTIONREACH:
.ͲPlanimetricsurvey.
.ͲGeneralmaintenance


 











ADVANCEOFTHEWORK:
.ͲRepairtheCracks
.ͲGeneralCleaning

BEFORETHEINTERVENTION




DURINGTHEINTERVENTION


















DURANTELAINTERVENCION

DATE:JANUARY2014










REPORTSTATEOFPRESERVATION
WORLDHERITAGESITE
COROANDITSPORTLAVELA




TECHNICALSHEET



DENOMINATION:SantuaryMarianodelCarrizal
LOCATION:CarrizalZone,ColinaMunicipality.
DATEOFCONSTRUCTION:CenturyXVIII
OWNER::VenezuelanState
ORIGINALUSE:Religious
CURRENTUSE:Religious
LEGALPROTECTION:HistoricalMonumentGO26.32002/08/1960
STATEMENTOFWORK:Finalized

INTERVENTIONREACH:
.ͲPlanimetricsurvey.
.ͲGeneralmaintenance









ADVANCEOFTHEWORK:






.ͲSubstitutionoftheconcretelosetas(tiles)damagedinthesquare
.ͲRemovaltheroofingtiles
.ͲWaterproofinginceiling
.ͲPositioningoftheArtisanRoofingtiles
.ͲPaintinginfacadesofthetempleandGreaterAltar
.ͲRemovalofexistingrailings
.ͲPositioningofrailingsinconcrete






BEFORETHEINTERVENTION



BEFORETHEINTERVENTION










AFTERTHEINTERVENTION












DESPUÉSDELAINTERVENCION

DATE:JANUARY2014
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Annex # 02



REPORTSTATEOFPRESERVATION
WORLDHERITAGESITE
COROANDITSPORTLAVELA



TECHNICALSHEET
DENOMINATION:AngelaShoeProperty
LOCATION:FalcónStreetHernándezStreetCorner, Miranda
Municipality.
DATEOFCONSTRUCTION:CenturyXIX
OWNER:PiépoliFamily
ORIGINALUSE:Residential
CURRENTUSE:Comercial
LEGALPROTECTION:Withoutdeclaration
STATEMENTOFWORK:Finalized

ITREACHESOFTHEPROJECT:
.ͲStudyofthestructuralpathologyinfacade

















BEFORETHEINTERVENTION








ADVANCEOFTHEWORK:
.ͲRepairthefriezesintheexteriorwalls
.ͲRestoringwoodelementsindoors
.ͲRestorationofthedecorativearchitecturalelements
.ͲPaintingworksinwalls,doorsandwindows
.ͲFumigationagainstwoodboringinsects,bothwallsandinthe
elementswoodworkandotherwoodenelements



BEFORETHEINTERVENTION











AFETERTHEINTERVENTION


DATE:JANUARY2014



 




REPORTSTATEOFPRESERVATION
WORLDHERITAGESITE
COROANDITSPORTLAVELA




TECHNICALSHEET
DENOMINATION:Property#106
LOCATION:ZamoraStreetbetweenColónStreetandHospitalStreet
MirandaMunicipality.
DATEOFCONSTRUCTION:Century 
OWNER:DidierGonzález
ORIGINALUSE:Residential
CURRENTUSE:Residential
LEGALPROTECTION:Withoutdeclaration
STATEMENTOFWORK:inexecution

ITREACHESOFTHEPROJECT:
.ͲStudyofstructuralpathology


BEFORETHEINTERVENTION




ADVANCEOFTHEWORK:
.ͲStructuralConsolidationofbasesofliftingwalls
.ͲRestorationandconsolidationwalls
.ͲFinishedrestorationoftheceilings
.ͲRestorationinwoodelementsindoorsandwindows
.ͲRestorationfriezesinwalls
.ͲRestorationofthedecorativearchitecturalelements
.ͲRestoration,consolidationofthefloors
.ͲPaintingworkonwalls,doorsandwindows
.ͲFumigationagainstwoodboringinsects,bothwallsandinthe
elementswoodwork:doors,windowsandotherwoodenelements






DATE:JANUARY2014











AFTERTHEINTERVENTION

 



REPORTSTATEOFPRESERVATION
WORLDHERITAGESITE
COROANDITSPORTLAVELA
TECHNICALSHEET
DENOMINATION:Property#106
LOCATION:FalcónStreetbetweenStreetSciencesandHernándezStreet,
MirandaMunicipality.
DATEOFCONSTRUCTION:Century
OWNER:DidierGonzález
ORIGINALUSE:Residential
CURRENTUSE:Residential
LEGALPROTECTION:Withoutdeclaration
STATEMENTOFWORK:Finalized

ITREACHESOFTHEPROJECT:
.ͲStudyofstructuralpathology

















BEFORETHEINTERVENTION




ADVANCEOFTHEWORK:
.ͲStructuralConsolidationofthebasesofliftingwalls
.ͲRestorationandconsolidationwalls
.ͲFinishedrestorationoftheceilings
.ͲReplacingdoorsandwindows
.ͲRestorationthewallfriezes
.ͲRestorationofthedecorativearchitecturalelements
.ͲRestoration,consolidationofthefloors
.ͲPaintingonwalls,doorsandwindows
.ͲFumigationagainstwoodboringinsects,bothwallsandinthe
elementswoodwork:doors,windowsandotherwoodenelements

AFTERTHEINTERVENTION








DESPUESDELAINTERVENCION
DATE:JANUARY2014
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Typology of the properties into the UNESCO polygonal.
SANTA ANA DE CORO, Miranda Municipality
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ESTATE OF CONSERVATION OF THE TRADITIONAL BUILDINGS
INTO THE UNESCO POLYGONAL. LA VELA DE CORO,
COLINA MUNICIPALITY
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Annex # 08
Logros del Gabinete de Cultura Falcón 2013
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CORO AND PUERTO LA VELA
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT AND CONSERVATION
PROGRAMMING

The Property Management Plan:
It is projected from the guidelines of UNESCO for the establishment of
strategic projections of management of heritage areas, which facilitate the
approach in a manner of performance, part of the current conditions of the
property, the policies established to this effect in the State Part and the
potential that has for actions.
The Management Plan is Based on the Following Elements:
It is the only urban historical center declared World Cultural Heritage in the
Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela.
There is in the country and in the Falcon State recognition to the
Declaration and assumes an attitude and political will to maintain this status
by the value of the identity that represents for the Venezuelan culture.
Currently working hard to remove to Coro and its Puerto La Vela of the
World Heritage Danger List.
This conditions the preparation of a Management Plan in constant
improvement according to these factors, their systematic update where
work in the historical center of Coro, is currently concentrated and its Puerto

La Vela from the guidelines of the IPC and the offices of heritage existing in
Coro.
Coro and Puerto de la Vela. Program of Rehabilitation, Preservation and Risk
Mitigation out of the List in danger:

Coro and its Puerto la Vela is located in Falcon State, in the Northwest of
the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela.
The Historic Center of Coro and its Puerto La Vela was declared Cultural
Heritage on December 9, 1993.

Characterization:
Denomination: Santa Ana de Coro and Puerto de la Vela.
City Centre: Santo Ana de Coro
Address: 12 km from La Vela, at the bottom of the Los Medanos.
Affiliation: public
Administrator/Custodian or responsible for: Mayor of the municipality of
Miranda.
Juan de Ampíes founded in an ancient settlement caquetio located at the
southern end of the isthmus of the Sand hills, an urban site that in that same
year was named “cabildo” in 1527. Its growth and expansion were
accelerated.
Santa Ana de Coro was the first capital of the nation, the first Government
of Venezuela, the first bishopric and the Papal city, but lost their privileges in

1546, when civilian authorities move to El Tocuyo and the Church moved to
Caracas in 1637.
For this reason, the city of Coro was found abandoned in much grade of
the 17TH century and is at the end of it when it starts to recover.
The profile of Coro is characterized by its homogeneity, feature largely
granted by the flatness of the land on which it is located. However, the
increase of commercial activities in the area of historical value of the city
has changed part of his urban typology. Cardinals residential real estate most single deck, large facades, hallways and courtyards with runners not
differ greatly from other traditional areas of the country real estate,
although also adapt to the climatic conditions of the area. The outstanding
construction elements are the walls of adobe and hurdle and earth work,
ceilings of Cañizo and Tejas; the ornamentation is homogeneous, but
chromatic variation. Coro has a historic centre of multiple works of
residential, religious, military, Government, commercial and recreational
use; many of them declared national historic landmarks. Some Coro
representative buildings are the Cathedral; the Church of San Francisco,
the Church of St. Nicholas. the Congregation of the Servants of God; the
Church of San Clemente; the House of the Arcaya; the Curiel House and
the House of the Senior or Museum of Contemporary Art of Coro. The public
spaces of the city include the Bolivar square, the promenade La Alameda
and Paseo Talavera. The historic centre of Santa Ana de Coro was
declared Cultural Heritage of the Humanity by the Unesco in 1993.
At the present time a Presidential Commission has assumed the task of
safeguarding this heritage city, which is developing a comprehensive Plan
of Conservation and Development.

Criteria of Selection and Inscription of the Property on the World Heritage
List, Current Situation:
Significant results are maintained based in the criteria IV and V, which was
inscribed the property on the World Heritage List, they constitute the basis of
the actions of the Conservation Plan jointly with the corrective measures of
the office of the world heritage and currently presents the following
situation on the property of Coro and its Puerto La Vela:
Criterion (IV) be an eminently representative example of a type of building
or architectural ensemble that illustrates a significant period of history
(DP1992)
At the site of World Heritage of Coro and Puerto La Vela, all constructive
modalities ashore; become present in bahareque, adobe, y tapia.
Construction techniques that are kept alive so far by the presence of a
large number of artisans, carriers of the ancestral practices, adapted and
modified to the social conditions, climatic, environmental, and indigenous
materials, becoming unique examples of earthen architecture.
Unlike other cities on the Caribbean coast, its public buildings are of
earthen architecture and domestic architecture offers examples of
traditional constructive techniques in earth work.
Criterion (V) be outstanding example of traditional forms of human
settlement, representative of a culture that has become vulnerable due to
the impact caused by irreversible changes (DP 1992)

Coro and Puerto La Vela, site is an outstanding example of a historic city,
dating from the first years of the Spanish colonization in the Caribbean
coast of South America, which has retained its structure and the original
urban landscape to a remarkable degree.
The urban choral value is maintained and is represented by the existence of
a constructive substrate product of processes colonizers with a strong
constructive character and architectural Spanish mudejar, where converge
the constructive Aboriginal tradition, the Hispanic and contribution from the
second half of the 17TH century is added the architectural influence Dutch,
through the neighboring islands of Curacao and Aruba, in a unique and
unrepeatable chapter of the Hispanic architecture of all time.
Statement of integrity of the Site for the conception of the Plan of
Management and Property Management:
The site of Coro and Puerto La Vela, is an outstanding example of a historic
city dating from the first years of the Spanish colonization in the Caribbean
coast of South America, which has retained its structure and original urban
landscape to a remarkable degree.
Tracing semi regular characterized by uneven blocks and streets that are
closed at one or both ends, has its antecedents in the free cities Andalusia
and Canary Islands from the 15th century reticule, it presents numerous
collections of architectural and urban monuments which together with a
strong presence of domestic architecture, - erected with traditional
techniques of land - allow show the extraordinary fusion of cultures in a
way-indigenous, Spanish, and Dutch in the Caribbean near - keeping so far
all their features, space, formal and stylistic.

Structure of the Heritage site of Coro and Puerto La Vela for the
Implementation of the Plan of Management and Property Management:
Coro and its port World Heritage Site, is composed of two urban areas that
are located in two municipalities: part of the monumental area of the city
of Coro in the municipality Miranda, and the historic area of Puerto La Vela,
in the municipality Colina, located in the West of Venezuela on the coast of
Falcon State, between the mountainous Sierra de San Luis and the
Médanos de Coro National Park System. The site has an area of 1840
Hectares composed by 7.85 searched. In Coro had 10.55 Hectares. In the
Puerto La Vela. It is one of the first urban settlements of the Spanish Crown in
South America (1527), its urban and architectural conformation arises from
the confluence of the indigenous constructive tradition with Spanish and
from the 17TH century, with the architecture of the Dutch colonies of the
Caribbean, becoming an extraordinary example of fusion of styles and
forms is also one of the best and most extensive models of land in both
Caribbean architecture in the domestic architecture as in religious and civil,
monumental constructions with construction techniques which remain in
use to this day. It was also the first Capital of the captaincy General of
Venezuela, the first bishopric of Continental America and in its Puerto La
Vela independent Hispanic American country flag flew for the first time.
Protection and maintenance, Protection and management requirements:
The site of world heritage from Coro and Puerto La Vela is protected by the
law on protection and defense of the Cultural Heritage (1993) and the
various declarations as a National Monument in the 1960s, 1977, 1984, 1992,
1993, 1996 and 2005.
The Presidential Commission for the protection of Coro and La Vela, was
created in 2003 have been defined and executed actions for the better

management of the Site. He was completed and formalized the delivery by
the Presidential Commission of the Plan of Conservation and Development
of Coro and La Vela (PLINCODE) where were defined clearly the needs
and lines of action to be followed in the short, medium and long term.
From unusual rainfall and damage in the cities of Coro and La Vela in late
2004 and early 2005, were emergency actions for the mitigation of damage
in architecture and public spaces. In February 2006, the Cultural Heritage
Institute signed with the mayors of the municipalities Miranda (Coro) and
Colina(LA VELA), governance in Falcon State, and the State-owned
Petroleos de Venezuela S.A. (PDVSA) the "Convention framework for
attention to the emergence of the Coro and Puerto La Vela area", for the
purpose of coordinating efforts to address the needs.
This instrument sets strategies for the protection, preservation and
revitalization of areas declared heritage defining: objectives, performance
indicators, organizational conditions, benefits and obligations of bodies,
goals of public administration and organized communities, execution,
abilities and commitments of the Cultural Heritage Institute, among other
aspects. In addition to defining the organizational and financial structure for
the implementation of the Management Plan.
The new method of management (management involvement) with the
active participation of communal councils, may represent a unique and
valuable experience in the management of heritage properties. This
experience generated positive expectations, since the action focuses on
participatory strategic planning aimed at the conservation of the
outstanding Universal value of Coro and its Puerto La Vela.

Guidelines for the Implementation of the Plan of Operation and
Management:
The property has been visited twice (2007-2011) for the missions of
monitoring reagent, recognizing the current situation of declared property
and identifying a series of corrective measures for the property reported
before the World Heritage Committee with their respective reminders to the
IPC of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, which States:
The members of the joint mission of UNESCO - ICOMOS 2008 recognized the
technical, administrative and economic efforts made by the State of
Venezuela in regards to the critical situation of conservation that have led
to the inclusion of the site in the List of World Heritage in Danger, and the
level of responsibility with which the Venezuelan Government had
considered the recommendations made by the World Heritage Committee.
Taking into account the decision 37COM 7A 39 of the World Heritage
Committee with date in 2013 which recognizes in its third appearance
"recognizes the efforts made by the State Part to address the problems of
conservation on the property and encourages to continue those efforts, in
cooperation with the advisory bodies and the World Heritage Centre".
In his fourth appearance "urged the State Part to elaborate and approve a
management plan for the property, including a Conservation Plan with
short, medium and long term priorities"
The management plan is aimed at the establishment and commissioning
use of actions within the framework of sustainable conservation of the city
of Coro and its Puerto La Vela, with the aim of leaving the list in danger and
based on universal settlements of valuation of property taken as a point of
reference actions and assessment of processes.
Also architectural, historical and constructive characteristics are taken into
account, collecting the wisdom of the techniques and traditional processes
implementing them with heritage makers, in a joint effort between the

community, as primary actor in the decision-making process, earth workers
such as carriers and executors of constructive knowledge and institutions
through the continuous support to communities in the management of the
plan of action: the urban architectural, the cultural heritage, economic
social and environmental issues.
Thus same and given legislative changes at the National level with the
creation and implementation of new laws giving more prominence to
social organizations and communal councils, the terms of the PLINCODE be
reassessed and it was decided to incorporate communal councils in all
decision-making bodies of the Coro and Puerto La Vela World Heritage
area. As a result of which all communal councils of Coro and La Vela
signed the "management commitment for the protection, conservation and
rehabilitation of the areas declared World Heritage's Coro and Puerand its o
La Vela Protected Areas".
This instrument sets strategies for the protection, preservation and
revitalization of areas declared World Heritage, defining; objectives,
performance indicators, organizational conditions, benefits and obligations
of bodies, goals of public administration and organized communities,
execution, abilities and commitments of the Cultural Heritage Institute(IPC),
among other aspects. In addition to defining the organizational and
financial structure for the implementation of the Management Plan.
The new method of management (management involvement) with the
active participation of communal councils, may represent a unique and
valuable experience in the management of heritage properties. This
experience generated positive expectations, since action focuses on
participatory strategic planning aimed at the conservation of the
outstanding Universal value of Coro and its Puerto La Vela.
The Management Plan is aimed at establishing and putting into use of
actions within the framework of sustainable conservation of the city of Coro

and its Puerto La Vela, because of its importance in terms of features
architectural, historical and constructive, the techniques and traditional
processes and putting it into practice with heritage makers, in a joint effort
between the community, as paramount in making decisions, earth workers
such as carriers and executors of constructive knowledge and institutions
through

the

continuous

support

to

communities

in

terms

of

the

Management Plan areas actions; the urban architectural, the heritage,
social economic and environmental issues.
For this reason and the needs facing the property will focus on the levels of
conservation, put in value and monitoring measures holistic and systematic.
Taking into account the above and the interest of the State Part to keep this
category it adopts, as a Strategy the following elements:
1. Revalued the Management Plan and risk of the property, in short term
(first half of 2014) from the request in decision 37COM 7A 39 of the World
Heritage Committee with date in 2013.
2. In an effort to operating to achieve the sustainability of the patrimonial
property of Falcon State, the Governor of the State, municipalities,
communal councils and social movements of Coro and Puerto La Vela,
should carry out the actions and agreements that

give off this

Management Plan from a systematic assessment of all the actors involved.
3. Review and approval of the Management Plan from the corrective
measures the social, public, institutional and private actors who allow a
systematic interaction in those properties from common goals of rescue,
conservation and preservation.
4.-Establish conditions that will enable joint Plan with all owners involved in
the strategies and policies of conservation and employment to enforce
since these spaces actions provided for short, medium and long term, as

well as to help mitigate the risks posed by the World Heritage declared
property.
5. A cultural educational strategy with the aim of promoting ideas,
conceptions, projects aimed at removing from the list in danger to Coro
and Puerto La Vela.
6. Continue with the strategy of conservation and rehabilitation of the
declared area and Value Historic and Artistic Zone (ZVHA),drawn with
medium and long term projects.
7. Completing the improvement of the municipality laws for the declared
zones that allow viewing and compliance with corrective measures and
provide the legal framework for its action.
8. Design and implement a policy of promotion and disclosure at the State
level and National addressed to the evaluation of the property, the
disclosure of the Management Plan, the visualization of the actions aimed
at removing Coro and Puerto La Vela from the List in Danger and
strengthen conservation actions.
9. Consolidate the work with the management and enhancement of the
intangible heritage linked to the property, to the popular knowledge
related to traditional technologies of construction of earth work and
imaginaries related to these productions that will facilitate compliance with
the policies of conservation and its transmission from a project of action of
these expressions and manifestations.
States of Conservation of the Property:
The Property that maintains the stated dimension, has not changed,
working from a strategy of intervention in the short and medium term within
the declared area and in the medium and long term in the area of Value
Historical and Artistic Zone (Zona de Valor Histórico y Artístico,ZVHA).
According to universal criteria property, those established for the Bolivarian
Republic of Venezuela, as well as the technical criteria of the OPEDAP, is

maintains the integrity and physical values of the urban structure, the use of
building materials, declared polygon shafts and the coral importance.
From Universal Property criteria, issues that have concentrated are
recognized as:
x

Drastic changes in environmental conditions and ecosystem.

x

The consequences of its material weakness in conservation.

x

The need for greater awareness about the maintenance of values,
upon which was inscribed on the World Heritage List from a strategy
holistic and systematic involving all social actors held accountable to
them.

This is evident in the summary of the inventory of the built heritage in the
Historic Centre of Santa Ana de Coro and Puerto La Vela. The current
update of the inventory allows to specify the estate of conservation of the
property to identify the level of integrity and that it constitutes the starting
point of the strategy for conservation and restoration and the planning of
resources for the conservation of declared property (See Annex #1).
Protection and Management:
x Corrective measures:
Part

of

the

difficulties

presented

in

the

Centre

of

the

Heritage

World/ICOMOS joint mission of monitoring reagents 2011, which declares
the factors affecting the property identified in the previous report:
1. Severity of deterioration of materials and structures.
2. Deterioration of the urban architectural coherence and
integrity of the property.
3. Shortage

of

adequate

conservation mechanism.

management,

planning

and

4. Shortage of detailed and technical information of conservation
of the property since 2007.
5. Flooding and water damage.
This Motivated the Following Corrective Actions:
Finalize the approval process for the creation of the Office of management
commitment and provide the resources necessary for its functioning.
Drawing up the Management Plan of the property, including programs for
conservation and public use and risk management.
I finished the delimitation of the property and of the buffer zone for
registered components, including appropriate regulatory measures.
Report of performance on the corrective measures implemented as
outlined in previous monitoring missions.
Possible restorations or modifications or new construction planned in the
area protected in accordance with paragraph 172 of the operational
guidelines.
Before this the IPC and the Governor of Falcon State Initially Developed a
Group of Initiatives which include:
The creation of the Office of strategic projects and designs for the Heritage
Areas of Coro y Puerto La Vela and its area of protection.
The beginning of a strategy of restoration and rehabilitation of the property
declared in ascending, gradual manner with resource given by the
Government of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela with the creation of
the OPEDAP who governs the Program of Conservation and Management
of the Property.

Coordinates are delimited and fixed them by the management of Integral
Protection of the IPC of the Venezuelan State.
From 2012 we began to systematize the reports for the World Heritage
Office and your request has contributed to the process of planning and
programming in the conservation and management of the property.
Currently working with a plan operating which is preventive and corrective
measures until complete property management program, currently in
Government and public consultation.

Indicators’ for the Maintenance of the Integrity of the Property Declared:
Management indicators respond to the universal rights of the property and
were made from conservation strategies, levels of coordination for
conservation nationwide state work and municipal, the orientations of the
IPC of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela and the regulations for the
handling and use of the property in Falcon State as well as the
considerations issued corrective measures of World Heritage.
The indicator of the Institute of Cultural Heritage through the Office of the
OPEDAP proposes to employ metrics that areas from research and
experiences of the operational plan that coordinates the office.
x The Indicators will focus on:
1. Employment and enhancement of the property declared that may
prevent the continuity of their deterioration.
2. Consolidation of a joint more consistent of those involved in the search
for alternatives that guarantee the continuity of the integrity of the
declared property.

3. The implementation of a promotional strategy aimed at the formation
of attitudes according to mitigate the negative effects of the
conservation of the property and remove Coro and Puerto La Vela
from the World Heritage List in Danger.
4. Based on the following values:
VALUES
Territorial

INDICATORS
Degree of demarcation and maintenance of
territorial coordinates declared for each of the
areas.
The degree of growth and expansion of
territories with values for your application.
The degree of permanence of traditional
constructive typologies.
Diversity and complexity of use.
Surface of protected historic areas.
Effectiveness in the implementation of the
standards of protection.
Level of participation of communal councils
and social movements to strengthen the actions
of protection of heritage.
Topographical areas update level.
Degree of studies geospatial of territorial and
spatial analysis on the basis of the conservation
and knowledge of the use of property

implementation.
Systematic analysis at Government level and
with the territorial organization of the
compliance of the use of the property and its
effects on the preservation in it.
Cultural and
historical

Degree of cultural recognition by communities.
Degree of socialization of the historical, cultural,
artistic resemantizing of the property contents
and educational values.
Value of authenticity and respect for the
cultural testimony.
Degree of active participation of cultists,
cultoras, with sustainable projects.
Level of active participation in the knowledge
and research of our history and heritage values
that determine the condition of heritage.
Training, diffusion and dissemination of Tangible
and intangible Cultural Heritage from an
employment strategy based on the mitigation
and conservation of the property.
Quantity and quality of actions related to the
patrimonial activity and corrective measures.
Grade and level of integration of social actors
responsible for heritage property declared in

the actions of dissemination and training of
consciences and compliance with public
policies.
Heritage

Levels of planning and organization of the work
of the OPDAP for the implementation of the
operational plan of conservation and its
program.
Preparation of plans and actions coordinated
conservation and restoration where
predominates the holistic and integrative in the
short, medium and long term vision.
Grade and level of consultation for program
management of the property with the Center of
World Heritage and its advisory bodies.
Systematic analysis from continuous monitoring
of the integrity of the property and the
maintenance of the IV and V of registration
criteria.
Quality, level of socialization and exchanges of
reports with the World Heritage Site for their
understanding at different levels of responsibility
with the property.
Degree of elaboration and implementation of a
training strategy and training of technicians,
specialists, cultists in the area of management,
conservation and restoration that allow having

a force trained according to the programmatic
objectives of the OPEDAP.
Degree of application compatibility.
Dissemination and promotion of social,
institutional responsibilities, scientific technique
that allows the knowledge of the
implementation of conservation and restoration
projects as educational forms of action and the
mitigation of risks affecting.
Amount of properties that maintain their
heritage value.
Number of heritage buildings that require some
intervention in the short, medium and long term
conservation.
Amount of restored or rehabilitated property
that complies with the measures issued to your
maintenance plan.
Number of records processed and degree of its
management.
Amount of heritage value buildings operated by
the Government of the Bolivarian Republic of
Venezuela in its different levels of Government.
Amount of contemporary construction real
estate.

Architectural

Impact of population growth on the declared
property.
Level of participation of the population in
support of actions aimed at the conservation of
the heritage.
Commitment of the Popular power for the
preservation of heritage values.
Level of compliance with public policies for the
use, handling and care of the declared Cultural
Heritage and protection of the property.
Degree of planning and implementation of
programs and social projects aimed at
mitigation, knowledge of the corrective
measures and actions out of the list in danger of
world heritage.
Level of implementation of awareness programs
and economic values and the permanence of
the selection criteria that ensure the integrity of
the property.
Degree of implementation of educational
programs at all levels to ensure awareness of
mitigation measures and the work of the cultural
heritage.
Level of implementation and training for the use
of the Emergency Plan in the properties

declared before climate change.
Degree of implementation of projects aimed at
the improvement of the environmental
conditions of the property as: drainage, solid
waste, orientation on the road, traffic and
gentrification in the area studies which
guarantee quality of life and preservation of the
property.
Level of involvement of tourism with the
contents and property values in its national
program, State and municipal.
Usefulness of heritage tourism programs
contents and attraction with priority to
conservation, defense and protection insisting
on the departure of Coro and Puerto La Vela
from the list in danger.
Amount of tourist entertainment activities and
territorial activities related to the enjoyment of
the heritage from the conservation.
Level of the influx of tourists to the property and
its use, degree of diffusion on the levels of
conservation of the property and the values of
heritage buildings.
Social

Grade and level of involvement of buildings
with heritage to tourist use values and level of

compliance with mitigation measures.
Level of tourism's contribution to the
conservation program and the management
plan for the property.
Grade and level of satisfaction of the
population with respect to the properties
restored.
Level of participation in the processes of
restoration and rehabilitation of the population
from public and private alternatives.
Sociological evaluation of belonged it
inhabitants, private owners, among others, to
conservation of the declared and property from
the universal criteria for the evaluation of the
property.
Environmental

Financial economic evaluation of works in
public spaces.

Tourism

Level of financial economic impact on
the restoration of the works in heritage
buildings.
Degree and quality of the financial
monitoring through audits to the budget

Economic

allocated to the projects of restoration
and rehabilitation.
Budgetary efficiency in projects designed

for the work of conservation, promotion
and display with the declared property
policy.
Levels of contribution to financing public
and private institutions to take on projects
of restoration and rehabilitation with its
own funds.
Impact of economic activities on cultural
heritage: jobs, tourism, training, marketing and
production modes.
Level of the contribution of the Venezuelan
State and the Governments of the Falcon State
for the pursuit of economic financial alternatives
that enable compliance with the Plan of
conservation and management of the property.

Conservation and Restoration:
This includes intervention in two areas: Areas UNESCO and Protected Areas
from a vision of sustainable conservation (map of intervention of Coro and
Puerto La Vela) because of its importance for the property.
The objectives of the Plan are:
Conserve and rehabilitate the urban architectural declared the property to
promote the development of the community.
Orient the declared property and their properties as a great cultural,
educational and tourist center that drives the monuments, museum and
cultural potential of the declared property.

Encourage local creativity to achieve investment, recovery actions,
initiatives, private, gastronomic, commercial and popular technological
knowledge that facilitate the levels of understanding of social good
conservation.
Raise awareness in the population of the patrimonial value that treasures
which are main characters waking up this heritage historical pride and
affecting their standard of living.
Property

Acting on it

Date

Executor

House
Campusano
Manzano

Total
restoration

2014-2015

State
Protected
Government area of
artistic and
of Falcon
historical
value

2014-2015

State
UNESCO
Government area
of Falcon

2014

State
UNESCO
Government area
of Falcon

2014

State
UNESCO
Government area

Function:
Museum of art.

Areas where

Alberto
Enríquez and
archaeological
manifestations
art collection
Museum
Archdiocesan
Lucas
Guillermo
Castillo

Enlargement

The balcony
of the Arcaya

Restoration of
structures part
two

Function:
Religious and
folk art
museum

Function:
Museum of
popular slab
Congregation Restoration
of the
Partial
servants of

the Blessed
Sacrament

Religious
function

Santa Ana
College

Restoration

of Falcon

2014-2015

State
Protected
Government area of
historical
of Falcon
value and
artistic

2014

State
UNESCO
Government area.
of Falcon
Candle

2014

State
UNESCO
Government area
of Falcon

2014-2015

State
UNESCO
Government area
of Falcon
Puerto La
Vela

Partial
Function
Primary and
secondary
education
school.

Church
Nuestra
Señora del
Carmen

Restoration

San Francisco
church

Partial
restoration of
the East Wing

Partial
Religious
function

Religious
function
Custom

Restoration
Partial
Function.
Cultural and
official

Main actions:
x Restoration of walls and roofs.
x Rehabilitation of technical networks and services.
x Rehabilitation of friezes on the walls.
x Improvement of Interior and exterior construction systems.
x Designs of museological and museographic systems.
x Painting and final finishes.
x Reconstruction of carpenters and blacksmiths.
x Rehabilitation of flats.
The OPEDAP maintains a monitoring of the restorations carried out
previously which plans monthly in accordance with the established
schedule for this which guarantees compliance with the strategy of
employment and preservation of the property.
In the Public Space:
It also works in a system of signals and circuits in public spaces which
provides pedestrian and road circulation of the UNESCO area in
connection with the protected areas.
Currently State is working on the preparation of a project of drainage by
the Governor's office before the existing need and the corrective action of
the World Heritage which will take place in the first half and will be
launched in 2015 to 2016.
Based on the diagnosis elaborated by the OPEDAP, on the constructive
estate and current equipment of UNESCO zone and the zone of protection,
defines the program of action under the following lines:
x Rehabilitation of public spaces of relevance and real estate of high
historical and architectural value in critical condition.
x Constructive interventions in buildings of historical and architectural
value.

x Rehabilitation, road maintenance and repair.
x Investments in the institutional subsystem of Falcon State.
The plan of Management is oriented to part go of the 4 areas of action of
the plans for the development of cities property sustainable that have as
base the urban architectural, the culture heritage the economic social and
the contribute; so as the sunset in use of actions inside of the frame of
conservation sustainable and sustainable of the City of Coro and your
Puerto La Vela.
The plan is based in the criteria social that located to the community like
actor main in the taken of decisions and to the artisans as carrying and
executors of the knowledge building, partner production e institutional, by
the escort continuous to the communities and the performance of
workshops of awareness.
The operational Plan will be based on the criteria of rehabilitation and
restoration zones where there are properties in critical condition, by
construction volume, structural complexity and conservation strategies.
Plan of actions:
Actions execution dates
Complete the
delimitation and
maintenance of
territorial coordinates
declared for each of
the areas.

2013

2014-2015
2014

Develop a coherent
strategy for growth of
the UNESCO zone.
Improvements of the
urban protection rules.
Incorporate communal
councils and social
movements to

IPC

2014-2015

OPEDAP will be
responsible for
the planning,
design and
evaluation of
all the actions
listed below.

strengthen the actions
of protection of
heritage.

2014-2016

Designing geo-space
studies of territorial and
spatial analysis on the
basis of the
conservation and
knowledge of the use of
property
implementation.
Summon the systematic
analysis at Government
level and with the
territorial body of the
compliance of the use
of the property and its
effects in the
conservation of the
property.
Designing and
implementing the
cultural recognition by
communities with an
efficient work in the
work of rehabilitation
and restoration.
Implement a program
of socialization of the
historical, cultural,
artistic
resemantizadores of the
property contents and
educational values to
work with different

2014-2015

2014-2015

sectors of the
population.
Planning activities of
animation allowing
active participation of
cultists and cultoras with
sustainable projects in
the institutional system.

2014-2015

Design and implement
a program of training,
dissemination and
disclosure of Tangible
and intangible Cultural
Heritage from an
employment strategy
based on the mitigation
and conservation of the
property.

2014-2016

Quantity and quality of
actions related to the
heritage activity and
corrective measures.
Grade and level of
integration of social
actors responsible for
heritage property
declared in the actions
of dissemination and
training of consciences
and compliance with
public policies.
Develop and implement 2014-2016
plans and actions
coordinated.

conservation and
restoration where
predominates the vision
of holistic and
integrative in the short,
medium and long term
according to the
strategy of this plan.
Establish a strategy of
consultation for
program management
of the property with the
World Heritage Centre
and its advisory bodies
with a program of
continuous information
to the World
Committee.
Creation of
implementation of
schedules for continual
monitoring to verify the
integrity of the property
and the maintenance
of criteria IV and V of
registration.
Elaboration and
implementation of a
training strategy and
training of technicians,
specialists, cultists in the
area of management
and program of
conservation and
restoration which allows
having a force trained

2014.216

2014-2016

2014-2016

according to the
programmatic
objectives of the
OPEDAP.
A study of impact of
population growth on
the declared property
and its effects on the
UNESCO area.
Develop workshops and
forums social
commitment of the
Popular power for the
preservation of heritage
values with respect to
public policies for the
use, handling and care
of the declared Cultural
Heritage and protection
of property.
Create a working group
for the approval, design
and implementation of
programs and social
projects aimed at
mitigation, knowledge
of the corrective
measures and actions
to exit the list of
endangered world
heritage.
Design and implement
program of awareness
and heritage values
and the permanence of

2015-2016

2014-2016

2014-2016

2014-2016

2014-2016

2014-2016

the selection criteria
that ensure the integrity
of the well at different
levels of the population.
Design and implement
educational program at
all levels ensuring
awareness of mitigation
measures and the work
of the cultural heritage
with the Ministry of
education.
Implement a strategy of 2014
mastery and knowledge
of the Emergency Plan
in the declared
properties before
climate change.
Approve and
implement projects
aimed at the
improvement of the
environmental
conditions of the
property as: drainage,
solid waste, road
guidance, traffic and
gentrification in the
area studies which
guarantee quality of life
and preservation of the
property.
Control systematically
amount of property that
maintains its heritage

2014-2016

2014-2016

value.
Approve and carry out
interventions to heritage
properties in critical
condition for its
conservation in the
short, medium and long
term and rule processes
for their maintenance.

2014-2016

2014-2016

Preparation of records
enriched with
information and
management practices.
Systematize control to
contemporary
construction property.

2014-2016

Degree of
implementation of
educational program at
all levels.

2014-2016

Carry out
systematic
studies on the
degree of
satisfaction of
the population
with respect to
the properties
restored.
Levels of
participation in
the processes of
restoration,
public and

Second half of 2014-2016

private options.
Design an
evaluation of
permanence
and belonging
of the
inhabitants,
private owners,
among others,
for the
conservation of
the declared
property.
Sociological
from Universal's
property
valuation
criteria.
Financial
economic
evaluation of
works in public
spaces.

Twice a year 2014-2016

Conduct audits According to affectation
to the budget
2014-216
allocated to the
projects of
restoration and
rehabilitation.

Develop a
strategy based
on the line of
the street

2014-216

Government to
consolidate the
processes of
rehabilitation.
Design an event 2014-2016
that brings
together all
socio-cultural
actors in order
to promote
collective
activation
where the goal
is to remove
Coro and
Puerto La Vela
from the list of
World Heritage
in Danger since
the UNESCO
methodology.
Develop a set
of best
practices
seminars with
agencies,
community
organizations,
public and
private.
institutions
based on
awareness and
training of
conservation

Second half of 2014 to
2016

attitudes

Evaluation methods will be developed according to the particular
cases of property, and the strategy of the Venezuelan State for these
purposes, through a systematic guidance and monitoring of the IPC of
the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela.
Methods of qualitative and statistical paradigm that will verify and
compare the results of partial and total way will be utilized for sociocultural studies.
You will make two cuts, one in June and another in December where a
forum on December (09-12-2014), will be convened for public and
Government account of the result of the declared property
Management Plan and the estate of the property.

